PLANT GROWS IN MAN'S TOOTH
A video has emerged on YouTube from Next Media Animation News Direct depicting a 36-year-old Taiwanese man who had a guava sprout growing in a decayed third molar. The tooth was removed by a dentist and it was estimated that the sprout was about ten days old.
www.youtube.com/ watch?v=omqjAyuoFfI
GDC ARF AND CPD DUE
The General Dental Council (GDC) has written to all dentists to remind them to pay their annual retention fee (ARF) and to make a continuing professional development (CPD) declaration.
The ARF collection period and CPD declaration period for dentists began on 12 November 2013. The £576 ARF (and £76 specialty fee where registered) are due by 31 December 2013 for the 2014 registration year. A list of dentists who fail to make the payment by this time will be sent to Father Christmas ... the NHS, Health Boards and indemnity providers to enable them to keep their records up to date.
Dentists who are required to submit CPD for 2013 have until 28 January 2014 to make a declaration. Visit www.eGDC-uk.org to make a payment or submit CPD.
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GIANT, TOOTHED PLATYPUS CRUSHED ITS PREY
A new and extinct, toothed species of platypus, the largest of its kind, has been discovered in the Riversleigh world heritage area in Queensland, Australia, 1 contradicting the previous presumption that the modern edentate platypus could be traced back to ancient fossil species by a single, direct lineage.
A morphologically distinctive lower molar was found embedded in limestone, revealing an unknown branch of the platypus's evolution: the Obdurodon tharalkooschild, a much larger species with a distinct dental formation, though featuring stunted roots, anteroposterior compression of the crown and column-like primary buccal cusps similar to other toothed platypuses from the Obdurodon genus. With unique lophid and cusp relations, food was transversely masticated between the upper and lower molars. Prey will have included soft-bodied aquatic animals, as well as small vertebrates such as frogs and baby turtles. Apical cusp wear on the teeth suggest the extinct Obdurodon tharalkooschild crushed rather than cut its hard prey. These functional teeth, so unlike the dentally degenerate set the modern platypus is initially born with, suggests this new species belonged to a divergent group.
The tooth, dating between 5 and 15 million years old, is younger than the most ancient members of the platypus family, which spans 61 million years, but is the first in a previously unknown lineage of extinct giant platypuses.
